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Spin-orbit-assisted electron pairing in one-dimensional waveguides
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Understanding and controlling the transport properties of interacting fermions is a key forefront in quantum
physics across a variety of experimental platforms. Motivated by recent experiments in one-dimensional (1D)
electron channels written on the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface, we analyze how the presence of different forms
of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) can enhance electron pairing in 1D waveguides. We first show how the intrinsic
Rashba SOC felt by electrons at interfaces such as LaAlO3/SrTiO3 can be reduced when they are confined
in one dimension. Then, we discuss how SOC can be engineered, and show using a mean-field Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov model that SOC can generate and enhance spin-singlet and -triplet electron pairing. Our results
are consistent with two recent sets of experiments [Briggeman et al., Nat. Phys. 17, 782787 (2021); Sci. Adv.
6, eaba6337 (2020)] that are believed to engineer the forms of SOC investigated in this work, which suggests
that metal-oxide heterostructures constitute attractive platforms to control the collective spin of electron bound
states. However, our findings could also be applied to other experimental platforms involving spinful fermions
with attractive interactions, such as cold atoms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is a fundamental interest in investigating transport
in reduced-dimensionality systems, where interactions play a
prominent role and can lead to exotic phases of matter [1].
Understanding transport dynamics in these systems and how
they can be controlled is also crucial to shed light on the
properties and the further development of useful materials.

In the solid state, different platforms have been developed
to offer playground for the investigation of strongly corre-
lated systems. Of particular interest for this work are the
metal-oxide heterostructures, such as the LaAlO3 and SrTiO3

interface (LAO/STO) [2,3]. By depositing just a few lay-
ers of LAO onto the bulk STO substrate, a two-dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) can be formed at the interface. This
2DEG is highly controllable, and can be engineered to display
many interesting phenomena, such as superconductivity [4],
tuneable transport [5], Rashba spin-orbit coupling [6,7], or
ferromagnetic phases [8]. Notably, using conductive atomic-
force microscope (c-AFM) lithography, it has been shown
that nanostructures at the LAO/STO interface can be created,
allowing in particular for the exploration of quantum trans-
port of electrons with tunable attractive interactions [9] in
engineered quasi-1D nanowires [10]. This method has led to
the observation of quantized ballistic transport of single and
paired electrons [11], as well as more exotic bound states of
three or more electrons [12]. The AFM tip used to create the
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nanostructures acts as a nanoscale pencil that can reversibly
tune the transport properties of the interface from insulating
to conducting via (de)protonation [13,14], and offers great
potential to study and engineer new transport phenomena and
new phases of quantum matter. The level of control being
developed here evokes comparison with the high control of
quantum simulators in other platforms [15,16], such as cold
atoms [17], coupled light resonator arrays [18], trapped ions
[19], superconducting circuits [20], or Rydberg atoms [21].

Driven by the long-term prospect of developing analog
quantum simulators in the solid state, more recent experiments
in LAO/STO interfaces have shown that by spatially modu-
lating the AFM tip during the writing process, it is possible
to create laterally undulating wires [22] and 1D Kronig-
Penney-like superlattice structures [23]. Compared to straight
waveguides [11], these devices exhibit stable fractional con-
ductance plateaux and enhanced pairing of electrons. A
possible explanation for some of the observed phenomena is
that the modulation engineers a spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in
the waveguide which modifies its transport properties. SOC
constitutes a useful resource to manipulate spins in a wide
range of applications and has led to the discovery of new
topological classes of materials [24]. SOC appears naturally
in crystals that lack an inversion symmetry, such as the
LAO/STO interface, but could also be engineered artificially
by creating effective broken inversion symmetries via applied
electric fields.

The goal of this theoretical work is to analyze how the
presence of spin-orbit interactions can enhance the pairing
of electrons in 1D waveguides such as the ones realized on
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FIG. 1. Electrons at the 2D LAO/STO interface. (a) Diagram of a typical LAO/STO interface (green) between a few layers of LaAlO3

(red) on top of bulk SrTiO3 (blue). (b) Energies of H0 [Eq. (1)] as a function of kx ∈ [−π/(2a), π/(2a)] where a = 0.392 nm is the lattice
spacing. The parameters are mh = 6.8me, ml = 0.41me, �Ez = 0.25 eV, where me is the electron mass. The spin-degenerate orbital dxy
(green solid line) is the lowest energy state due to the confinement energy �Ez along z, compared to dyz (red long-dashed line) and dzx
(blue short-dashed line). (c) Energies of H0 + Haso as a function of kx , for �aso = 19.3 meV and other parameters as above. The atomic
spin-orbit coupling Hamiltonian Haso [Eq. (2)] mixes the orbitals at the crossing points, so does not affect much the low-energy electrons in
the bottom of the lowest orbital dxy (near kx ≈ 0). The dotted black lines correspond to the energies of H0 as in Fig. 1(b) for comparison.
(d) Energies of the full Hamiltonian Htot = H0 + Haso + Ha [Eq. (4)] as a function of kx , for �z = 20 meV and other parameters as above. The
Hamiltonian Ha lifts the spin degeneracy and generates a linear Rashba SOC of strength αR for the electrons in the lowest band, as highlighted
in the inset. (e) Rashba SOC strength as a function of �Ez obtained from the numerical diagonalization of H [Eq. (4)] (blue solid line)
and from the perturbative theory [Eq. (6)] (dashed red line)], for other parameters as above [38]. The Rashba SOC decreases for increasing
confinement along z.

the LAO/STO interface, elaborating on the theory discussed
in [23]. Our work suggests that heterostructures constitute
an attractive platform for controlling collective spin states of
electron pairs. However, the theory presented here is quite
general and could be used to describe other experimental
platforms involving 1D systems of spinful fermionic parti-
cles with attractive interactions and SOC, such as cold atoms
[25,26]. SOC can indeed be induced in these systems via
the use of artificial gauge fields [27–30], and the interplay
between SOC and interactions is starting to be explored with
cold atoms [31–35], showing notably the possibility to en-
hance pairing via SOC. Our findings are consistent with these
results but in different forms and parameter regimes.

This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we review
the band model typically used to describe the origin of the
intrinsic Rashba spin-orbit coupling that can exist in crystals
that lack inversion symmetry, such as the LAO/STO inter-
face, and provide some arguments on how it can be reduced
when the electrons are confined in a 1D channel. We then
elaborate on ways to engineer different forms of SOC in
the waveguide. In Sec. III, we derive a single-particle model
for these electrons that includes the SOC and the electron-
electron interactions at the mean-field level. In Sec. IV, we
solve our model to study the interplay between interactions
and SOC, showing that the SOC can enhance spin-singlet and
spin-triplet pairing. In Sec. V, we finally conclude and present
some perspectives of our work.

II. ELECTRONS AT INTERFACES WITH SOC

In this section, we first present a review of a simple
band model for electrons at heterostructure interfaces that ex-
plains the origin of the Rashba spin-orbit coupling, following
[36,37]. Then, elaborating on the model presented in [37], we
show how it can be reduced when the electrons are confined in

a 1D channel. Finally, we discuss ways to engineer different
forms of SOCs in such systems.

For concreteness and clarity, the theory presented be-
low is based on the electronic structure of the LAO/STO
interface. However, the theory is quite general, and could
be applied to other interfaces by repeating the procedure
below with modified parameters and initial electron or-
bitals, depending on where the Fermi energy lies in the
relevant material.

A. Band structure of electrons at an interface with SOC:
A short review for LAO/STO

Figure 1(a) presents a sketch of a typical LAO/STO struc-
ture, where a few layers of LaAlO3 are placed on the top
of bulk SrTiO3. In STO-based interfaces, the Fermi energy
lies in the 3d t2g orbitals dyz, dxz, and dxy of the Ti ions
near the interface. The electrons are naturally confined in the
direction normal to it (labeled as the z direction) to form
a two-dimensional electron gas [green layer in Fig. 1(a)].
The backbone of the electron dynamics can be accounted
for by a simple six-dimensional Hamiltonian H0, which, in
the orbital and spin basis (dyz, dxz, dxy) ⊗ (↑,↓), takes the
form [37,39,40],

H0 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

h̄2k2
x

2mh
+ h̄2k2

y

2ml
0 0

0 h̄2k2
x

2ml
+ h̄2k2

y

2mh
0

0 0 h̄2k2
x

2ml
+ h̄2k2

y

2ml
− �Ez

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠⊗ 12,

(1)

where mh and ml are effective heavy and light masses, �Ez

is the energy splitting due to the natural confinement of
the bands along z—making dxy the lowest band at small
k values—and 12 is the identity operator acting on the
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two-dimensional spin Hilbert space. The Hamiltonian H0 is
naturally diagonal in the orbital basis and spin degenerate.
Figure 1(b) shows its energies as a function of kx for reason-
able parameter values.

The Hamiltonian H0 is too simple to capture all the inter-
esting features of the electron gas. In order to account for the
effect of the atomic spin-orbit coupling, the Hamiltonian,

Haso ∝ L · σ = i�ASO

⎛
⎜⎝

0 σz −σy

−σz 0 σx

σy −σx 0

⎞
⎟⎠, (2)

is added to H0, where L = r × p is the orbital momentum
operator, σ = (σx, σy, σz ) is the vector of Pauli operators, and
�aso is the atomic spin-orbit coupling strength. Figure 1(c)
shows the energies of H0 + Haso as a function of kx, where
Haso has the effect to mix the eigenstates of H0. We chose
�aso = 19.3 meV as in [36,39], motivated by the fact that it
leads to the same modifications of the orbitals as the ones
obtained via a more refined calculation of the band structure
via density functional theory (DFT) [39].

Finally, due to the broken inversion symmetry at the inter-
face along z, an additional coupling of the orbital dxy to dyz and
dxz appears, at the origin of a Rashba spin-orbit coupling, as
discussed below. This effect can be accounted for via a third
Hamiltonian of the form [36,37,41,42],

Ha = i�za

⎛
⎜⎝

0 0 kx
0 0 ky

−kx −ky 0

⎞
⎟⎠ ⊗ 12, (3)

where a = 0.392 nm is the lattice spacing and �z is the overall
energy scale. Figure 1(d) shows the eigenvalues of the full
Hamiltonian,

Htot = H0 + Haso + Ha, (4)

using �z = 20 meV, as can be again extracted from DFT [36].
As can be seen in the inset of the figure, Ha causes a lifting of
the spin degeneracy of the two lowest energies. For small k,
this energy splitting has the form of a linear Rashba term,

�ER = αR(kx ± iky), (5)

with αR being the spin-orbit coupling strength (with di-
mensions of energy × length). The value of αR can be
obtained from the model by simply fitting the difference
between the two lowest energies of Htot = H0 + Haso + Ha

at small momentum k by a linear function of kx (or ky);
the slope of it provides 2αR. Alternatively, one can write
Ha in the basis of the eigenstates of H0(k = 0) + Haso and
extract αR from its matrix form, after identifying the off-
diagonal elements corresponding to the coupling between the
two lowest bands. Finally, since typically we have �Ez �
�z,�aso, one can use a second-order perturbation theory
(first order in Haso and Ha) to obtain the following analytical

FIG. 2. Rashba SOC from two dimensions to one dimension.
(a) Sketch of the transition from a 2D conducting interface to a
1D nanowire as realized via c-AFM lithography. (b) Rashba SOC
strength αR as a function of the lateral and vertical confinements
�Ey and �Ez. The values of αR along the horizontal lines (corre-
sponding to three specific values of �Ez) are shown more clearly in
(c). (c) Rashba SOC strength αR as a function of the confinement
�Ey for �Ez = 0.2 eV (solid blue line), 0.3 eV (red long-dashed
line), and 0.4 eV (green short-dashed line). Increasing the confine-
ment along �Ey reduces the dimensionality of the system and the
Rashba SOC.

expression [36,37]:

αR = 2a
�z�aso

�Ez
, (6)

valid for �Ez � �z,�aso. Experimentally, the value αR is
usually found to be around 1–5 meV nm [6,7], and the model
presented above predicts compatible values of αR. Figure 1(e)
shows αR obtained from both the numerical diagonalization
of Htot and the perturbative theory (6) as a function of the
confinement energy �Ez and for other parameters taken from
[36]. As can be seen in Fig. 1(e), increasing the confinement
along z reduces the linear Rashba spin-orbit coupling felt by
the low-energy electrons located at the bottom of the two
lowest bands.

B. Effects of confinement in one dimension

We saw in the previous section that the vertical con-
finement of the electrons can be accounted for by a
phenomenological parameter �Ez in H0 [Eq. (1)]. As sug-
gested in [37], it is reasonable to think that the lateral
confinement felt by the electrons in a 1D waveguide [as can
be realized via c-AFM lithography as sketched in Fig. 2(a)]
could be modeled in a similar way. Labelling x as the direction
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of the waveguide, the modified H0 reads [37]

H ′
0 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

h̄2k2
x

2mh
+ h̄2k2

y

2ml
0 0

0 h̄2k2
x

2ml
+ h̄2k2

y

2mh
− �Ey 0

0 0 h̄2k2
x

2ml
+ h̄2k2

y

2ml
− �Ez

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ ⊗ 12, (7)

where �Ey is the engineered confinement along y. The pres-
ence of �Ey lifts the degeneracy between the dxz and the dyz
bands.

By diagonalizing

H ′
tot = H ′

0 + Haso + Ha, (8)

and then extracting numerically the value of the Rashba spin-
orbit coupling strength αR along the direction of the nanowire
kx as explained before, we can show that αR decreases mono-
tonically as a function of �Ey and goes to zero for �Ey =
�Ez, when the bands dxz and dxy become degenerate. This can
be seen in Fig. 2(b), showing αR as a function of both �Ez and
�Ey for a wide range of reasonable values with �Ey � �Ez

so that the orbital dxy remains the ground state, degenerate
with dzx only when �Ey = �Ez. Figure 2(c) shows more
clearly three line cuts of Fig. 2(b), i.e., αR as a function of �Ey

for �Ez = 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 eV. While precise values of �Ey

and �Ez are difficult to estimate, this result suggests that in
quasi-1D nanowires, the intrinsic Rashba spin-orbit coupling
due to the broken vertical inversion symmetry could be signif-
icantly smaller than in the 2D case (i.e., when �Ey = 0). Let
us emphasize again that the procedure described here to study
the impact of the confinement is quite general and can thus be
adapted to other materials. Note finally that other approaches
to study the effects of confinement on the spectrum of spin-
orbit-coupled particles can be found in [43].

C. Engineering spin-orbit couplings

The model presented in the previous section suggests that
the usual Rashba SOC at interfaces with broken inversion
symmetry could be smaller when the electrons are confined
in quasi-1D nanostructures. We discuss here ways to recover
a significant value of Rashba SOC, as well as other forms of
SOC, before studying its effects on the transport properties of
the electrons.

As mentioned in the introduction, recent transport experi-
ments in a 1D modulated waveguide have shown signatures of
SOC, both directly [22] and potentially through observation of
spin-orbit enhanced electron pairing [23], which we present
a description of in Sec. IV. The qualitative argument is the
following: Assume the electrons are confined along x. When
they travel through the waveguide with a velocity v = vxex
where ei is a unit vector along i = x, y, z, they feel an electric
field produced by the modulation. For a vertical modulation as
in [23], it would have the form Eeff ∝ Eeff (x)ez. This would
lead to an effective magnetic field Bso ∝ v × Eeff along y
and then produce an energy shift of the form ∝ σ · Bso. By
contrast, a lateral modulation as in [22] would be associated
with an electric field Eeff ∝ Eeff (x)ey and thus a magnetic field
along z. This reasoning is of course valid for applied external
fields that are not necessarily position dependent. This is at

the root of the control of the Rashba SOC at the LAO/STO
interface [6,7].

Hence, despite the fact that the confinement along y
can drastically reduce the Rashba SOC at interfaces with
natural broken inversion symmetry, it is possible to engi-
neer it in different forms depending on the direction of
applied electric fields, resulting, e.g., from the design of
side-gate voltages in specific configurations. It is thus ex-
perimentally relevant to explore the effects of SOC on the
transport dynamics of electrons, which is the purpose of the
next sections.

III. MODEL FOR ELECTRON TRANSPORT IN 1D
WAVEGUIDES WITH SOC

Having looked at how to control artificial SOC in elec-
tron waveguides, in this section, we now present a model
to describe the interplay between interactions and different
forms of SOC on the transport properties of the electrons.
We present successively the single-particle basis of our model
(Sec. III A), the electron-electron interactions we consider
(Sec. III B), and finally how to solve the relevant equa-
tions of motion (Sec. III C), by means of a self-consistent
mean-field model.

A. Single-particle model with SOC

We assume the electrons are confined in a 1D channel
along x, as depicted, e.g., in Fig. 1(a), and that an external
out-of-plane magnetic field B is applied along z, introducing
a Landau quantization effect [44]. The waveguide (typically
∼50–1000-nm long in LAO/STO devices) is connected at
both ends to unbiased leads that act as reservoirs (not shown).
We consider the case where the Fermi energy of the electrons
in the waveguide is tunable via a gate voltage but remains
close to the bottom of the lowest band of H ′

tot [Eq. (8)],
so that the electrons have too-low momenta kx to populate
other bands. For LAO/STO interfaces, this is motivated by
the fact that in conductive nanostructures created via c-AFM
lithography, the typical carrier density is around n ∼ 0.5–
1 × 1013 cm−2 [13]. Roughly speaking this would mean
an associated momentum k = √

2πn ∼ 0.7–1 × 10−6 (π/a),
i.e., far from the crossing point between the dxy and dyz
orbitals [around ∼0.25 (π/a) in Fig. 1(b)–1(d)]. Hence, all
the transport channels are assumed to originate from a
single band.

We generalize the single-particle model described in de-
tail in [11] to include spin-orbit couplings. The Hamiltonian
for spin-up and -down electrons in Landau gauge where the
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vector potential reads A = (−By, 0, 0) takes the form,

H = (px − eBy)2

2mx
+ p2

y

2my
+ p2

z

2mz
+V (y) +V (z) − μ

− g
μB

2
Bσz + (αvσy + αlσz )

h̄
(px − eBy). (9)

The first line describes the (spin-degenerate) kinetic and po-
tential energies of the electrons, where pi and mi (i = x, y, z)
are the electron momentum operator and effective mass com-
ponents along the different directions, where

V (y) = myω
2
yy

2

2
, V (z) =

{
mzω

2
z z

2

2 for z � 0

+∞ for z < 0,
(10)

are parabolic and half-parabolic potentials describing the
transverse confinement along y and z, with ωy and ωz the
trapping frequencies, and where μ is the chemical potential.
Here, we consider indeed that the electron cannot penetrate
into one of the layers (as it is the case for the LAO layer in
LAO/STO interfaces), i.e., the confining potential along z is
infinite for z < 0. The second line of Eq. (9) corresponds to
the Zeeman energy term due to the out-of-plane magnetic field
B, with g the Landé factor and μB the Bohr magneton, and the
last two terms are effective SOC terms of strength αv and αl .
As explained in the previous section, these two terms could
be engineered through applications of electric fields vertically
(v) or laterally (l), and thus referred to as vertically induced
or laterally induced SOC. Note that in the case of modulated
electric fields, the SOCs should in principle be spatially de-
pendent, which would drastically complicate the model. In
this specific scenario, we make the approximation that αv

and αl describe the root-mean-square values of the varying
parameters. Note finally that compared to the single-particle
model presented in [23], our model is slightly more refined (as
the vertically induced SOC reads ∝ αvσy(px − eBy) instead
of ∝ αvσy px) and is more general as it includes also laterally
induced SOC.

Since the Hamiltonian (9) is translationally invariant along
x, we can make the replacement px → h̄kx ≡ h̄k. The x and y
motional part of Eq. (9) can then be decoupled using

(h̄k − eBy)2

2mx
+V (y) + (αvσy + αlσz )

h̄
(h̄k − eBy)

= h̄2k2

2mx

ω2
y

�2
+ my�

2

2
(y − y0(k))2 − e2B2

2my�2h̄2

(
α2
l + α2

v

)

+ ω2
y

�2
(αvσy + αlσz )k,

(11)
where

ωc = eB√
mxmy

, (12)

� =
√

ω2
y + ω2

c , (13)

y0(k) = h̄ωck√
mymx�2

+ eB

h̄my�2
(αvσy + αlσz ), (14)

are, respectively, the cyclotron frequency, the effective fre-
quency, and the momentum-and-spin-dependent center of the

lateral trapping. If the second term of Eq. (14) was not present,
then the eigenstates of the motional part of (9) would corre-
spond to plane waves |k〉 along x and 2D harmonic oscillator
eigenstates |m, n〉 along y and z, where m, n ∈ N are the quan-
tum numbers labeling them. In this case, the position y0(k)
of the center-of-mass of the harmonic oscillator eigenstate
along y depends on the momentum k of the electron along
x. However, due to the last term of Eq. (14), this center-
of-mass position is in principle also spin dependent, which
complicates this picture. In Appendix A, we show, however,
that for reasonable values of the parameters, the second term
of Eq. (14) can be neglected. We will thus ignore the spin
dependence of y0(k) in the following, as well as the term
quadratic in αv and αl in Eq. (11), since it has the same order
of magnitude. In the basis {|m, n, k, σ 〉} (σ =↑, ↓), the full
Hamiltonian (9) has thus the matrix elements,

〈m, n, k|H |m, n, k〉

�
(
Emnk − gμBB

2 + αl
ω2
y

�2 k −iαv
ω2
y

�2 k

iαv
ω2
y

�2 k Emnk + gμBB
2 − αl

ω2
y

�2 k

)
,

(15)

where

Emnk = h̄2k2

2mx

ω2
y

�2
+ h̄�

(
m + 1

2

)
+ h̄ωz

(
2n + 3

2

)
− μ

(16)

are the energies of the states |m, n, k〉. In the absence of SOC
(i.e., for αv = αl = 0), the states |m, n, k, σ 〉 are the eigen-
states of H with energies,

ξmnσk = Emnk − s(σ )gμBB, (17)

where s(↓) = −1/2 and s(↑) = 1/2. The presence of an ap-
plied lateral or vertical electric field, respectively, alters the
Zeeman splitting energy or mixes the different spin species
within a given transverse mode |m, n〉.

The transport properties of the waveguide can be com-
puted directly from the model above. Of particular interest
is the conductance G(μ) = dI (μ)/dV , corresponding to the
derivative of the current in the waveguide (which depends
on its chemical potential μ) with respect to the bias voltage
V . We focus here on the conductance at zero bias (V = 0).
Increasing the chemical potential increases the conductance
by one quantum e2/h each time a new eigenstate of H is
populated, as can be obtained via Landauer theory [45]. In
practice, we calculate the eigenvalues of H as a function of
k and count the number of times they cross the zero-energy
axis, indicating the position of the Fermi momenta. Figure 3
shows the conductance as a function of the out-of-plane mag-
netic field B and chemical potential μ of a waveguide without
SOC [αv = αl = 0, panel (a)], with SOC along σy [αv �= 0
and αl = 0, panel (b)] and with SOC along σz [αv = 0 and
αl �= 0, panel (c)], for typical other parameters, which can be
found, e.g., by fitting experimental data as in [11,12,46]. In the
absence of SOC, the conductance increases monotonically as
a function of μ—in steps of 2e2/h at B = 0 and steps of e2/h
for B > 0 due to lifting of the spin degeneracy by the Zeeman
term—as the transverse modes |m, n〉 are gradually populated.
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FIG. 3. Zero-bias conductance with and without SOC. Conduc-
tance G (in units of e2/h) as a function of magnetic field B and
chemical potential μ for αv = αl = 0 meV nm (a), αv = 0.5 meV nm
and αl = 0 meV nm (b), and αv = 0 meV nm and αl = 0.5 meV nm
(c). The dashed black lines in panels (b) and (c) correspond to the
borders of the conductance regions in the absence of SOC [solid
lines in (a)]. Panels (d), (e), and (f) show the two dispersion relations
associated with the eigenstates of 〈0, 0, k|H |0, 0, k〉 related to panels
(a), (b), and (c), respectively, for B = 0.1 T and μ = 0.236 meV
[black dots in panels (a)–(c)]. We chose typical waveguide param-
eters [11,12] mx = my = mz/3 = 2me where me is the electron mass,
ly = √

h̄/(myωy ) = 20 nm, lz = √
h̄/(mzωz ) = 10 nm, g = 0.5.

This case has been studied in detail in [11,12]. Figure 3(d)
shows the two dispersion relations of the electrons in the trans-
verse mode |0, 0〉 for a value (B, μ) just below the threshold
necessary to populate one of the bands. The presence of SOC
perturbs the dispersion relations. For αv �= 0, a gap opens
at low B in the single-particle dispersion relations. This can
lead to a situation where the lower one exhibits four crossing
with the zero-energy axis [see Fig. 3(e)], which is known to
lead to a conductance of 2e2/h (see, e.g., [47]), as shown in
Fig. 3(b). As a consequence, the conductance increase as a

function of μ is no longer monotonic. For αl �= 0, the disper-
sion relations become asymmetric in k and are sightly pushed
downward. This effect is likely to populate one of the bands
as shown in Fig. 3(f) and thus increase the conductance at
lower chemical potential than one would have expected in the
absence of SOC.

B. Electron-electron interactions

We now discuss how to model the effects of attractive
interactions between the electrons in the waveguide, in order
to study how they affect the single-particle picture presented
above. For waveguides written on SrTiO3-based interfaces,
the precise form and origin of the interactions is unfortunately
still an open question. It is known there are gate-tunable
electron-electron interactions in nanostructures created on the
LAO/STO interface [9], but the question of the pairing mech-
anism has not been resolved. Hence, we proceed below with a
simple mean-field model to draw qualitative predictions on the
effects of attractive interactions on the transport properties of
the waveguide, which we believe are generic for such systems
and consistent with more elaborate models.

We will focus in the following on regions of parame-
ters where only two subbands labeled as α = |m, n,↓〉 and
β = |m′, n′,↑〉 are relevant [see, e.g., |0, 0,↓〉 and |0, 0,↑〉 at
B � 0 in Fig. 3(a), or |0, 1,↓〉 and |1, 0,↑〉 around B � 2.5
T and μ � 0.5 meV]. As shown in Ref. [11], locking of such
sub-bands was observed due to the presence of attractive inter-
actions. Our goal here is to analyze how SOC will affect the
electron pairing in these regions. We consider an interaction
Hamiltonian in second quantization and at the mean-field level
of the form,

HI =
∑
k

[ ∑
γ=α,β

�γ c
†
γ kcγ k − (

χc†
αkcβk + H.c.

)

+ (�c†
αkc

†
β−k + H.c.)

]
,

(18)

where ckα is the annihilation operator of an electron in the
sub-band α with a wave vector k, and where �γ , χ , and � are
the Hartree, Fock, and Bogoliubov mean fields defined as

�γ = U

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
〈c†

γ kcγ k〉 dk, (19)

χ = U

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
〈c†

αkcβk〉 dk, (20)

� = U

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
〈cβkcα−k〉 dk, (21)

where γ denotes the opposite sub-band of γ (γ = α, β)
and where U is the interaction strength.. The mean fields
have to be found self-consistently as explained in the next
subsection. The interaction Hamiltonian [Eq. (18)] can be
viewed as originating from the interaction term of a two-
band, one-dimensional Hubbard model [11], or from a contact
interaction, which is the usual form of interactions in dilute
cold atomic gases. In Appendix B, we present a derivation of
Eq. (18) from such an assumption, relevant for these systems.
In our model, we consider that U has the following empirical
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scaling with the magnetic field:

U ≡ U (B) = U0

√
1 − ω2

c

�2
= U0

ωy

�
, (22)

whereU0 ≡ U (0) is a bare interaction strength (in dimensions
of energy × length). This makes |U | decreasing as a function
of the magnetic field. A physical justification is the following:
The effective kinetic energy of the electrons of our model [see
Eq. (16)] scales with the magnetic field as ω2

y/�
2, so that elec-

tron momenta behave as k ∼
√

2mxE/h̄2(�/ωy). The scaling
of U is such that it compensates the increase with magnetic
field of the typical range of momenta involved in the interac-
tions. This has the effect of keeping the mean fields (19)–(21)
�,�, χ ∝ U

∫ · dk independent of this effective scaling (it
amounts to a contraction of the real-space quantization length
L reciprocally associated with k). Our phenomenological scal-
ing has allowed us to obtain results in qualitative agreement
with experimental data [23]. While other scalings with the
magnetic field could be chosen and possibly compatible with
experimental data, a parameter U without scaling with B
at all would lead to the unphysical situation where the re-
sulting pairing of electrons � would increase with B in an

unbounded way. We also checked that the findings presented
below remain qualitatively the same for other choices of scal-
ing. Finally, in the case of SOC produced via modulations, it
would be reasonable to consider a modulated interaction as
in [48], where it has been shown that such assumption can
produce fractional conductance plateaux, compatible with the
experimental data presented in [22,23].

Note that our model for the interactions is not a BCS
model for superconductivity [49,50], but instead a model to
describe electron pairing without superconductivity. Indeed,
in one dimension, phase fluctuations are expected to preclude
the establishment of a long-range order required for supercon-
ductivity [51]. However, there is evidence that electron pairs
can survive in its absence, notably in LAO/STO interfaces
[46,52]. This is what our model aims to describe qualitatively.
Hence, here, a nonzero value of � should not be interpreted
as a signature of superconductivity, but rather as a signature
of electron pairing.

C. Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov model

We now add to Eq. (18) the single-particle Hamiltonian (9)
for sub-bands α = |m, n,↓〉 and β = |m′, n′,↑〉 only, which
in second quantization reads

H =
∫

dx

{
†(x)

[(
− h̄2∇2

2mx

ω2
y

�2
− μ

)
12 +

(
αv

ω2
y

�2

∇
i

)
σy +

(
−gμBB

2
+ αl

ω2
y

�2

∇
i

)
σz

]
(x)

+
[
h̄�

(
m + 1

2

)
+ h̄ωz

(
2n + 3

2

)]
†

α (x)α (x) +
[
h̄�

(
m′ + 1

2

)
+ h̄ωz

(
2n′ + 3

2

)]


†
β (x)β (x)

}
, (23)

where (x) = (β (x), α (x))T is the vector of 1D field operators γ (x) for electrons in sub-bands γ . Using the Fourier
decomposition,

γ (x) = 1√
L

∑
k

cγ ke
ikx, (24)

where L is the quantization length, Eq. (23) together with the interaction Hamiltonian (18) yields the Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov model,

HHFB = H + HI =
∑
k

[ ∑
γ=α,β

(
ξγ k + �γ + 2s(γ )

ω2
y

�2
αl k

)
c†
γ kcγ k +

[(
iαv

ω2
y

�2
k − χ

)
c†
αkcβk + H.c.

]
+ (�c†

αkc
†
β−k + H.c.)

]
.

(25)

As can be seen in Eq. (25), the Hartree shifts and the SOC coming from a lateral electric field alter the single-particle energies
ξαk . More specifically, the Hartree shifts �α push down the energy of the electron in the sub-band α due to the presence of the
other electron in the sub-band β. Regarding the Fock fields, they alter the same spin-flip terms as the SOC coming from a vertical
electric field.

The Hamiltonian HHFB defines the following self-consistent eigenvalue problem in the electron and hole basis
{cαk, c

†
α−k, cβk, c

†
β−k},⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

ξαk + �α − αl
ω2
y

�2 k 0 iαv
ω2
y

�2 k − χ �

0 −ξαk − �α − αl
ω2
y

�2 k −�∗ −iαv
ω2
y

�2 k + χ∗

−iαv
ω2
y

�2 k − χ∗ −� ξβk + �β + αl
ω2
y

�2 k 0

�∗ iαv
ω2
y

�2 k + χ 0 −ξβk − �β + αl
ω2
y

�2 k

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠φ jk = Ejkφ jk, (26)

where Ejk and φ jk ( j = 1, 2) are the quasienergies and the
quasiparticle wave functions (note that there are also two

other solutions of the eigenvalue problem corresponding
to the associated quasiholes). Equation (26) is the direct
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FIG. 4. Phase diagrams and zero-bias conductance with interactions and without SOC. (a)–(c) Phase diagrams of the waveguide near the
crossing of the sub-bands α = |0, 0, ↓〉 and β = |0, 0, ↑〉 as a function of magnetic field B and chemical potential μ for different attractive
interaction strength |U0| = 2 meV nm (a), 3 meV nm (b), and 4 meV nm (c), and temperature T = 25 mK. The phase “P” corresponds to
a region where |�| > 10−3 meV (∼ kBT ), i.e., when we have electron pairs. The phases “1S” and “2S” denote the phases where one- and
two single-particle bands are populated, respectively. The phase “vacuum” denotes the phase where none of the single-particle bands are
populated and no pairing is observed (|�| < 10−3 meV). The insets show the associated conductance (in units of e2/h), where the thin dashed
lines correspond to the noninteracting case. Panels (d)–(f) show on the top the correlations 〈c†

βkcβk〉 (yellow), 〈c†
αkcαk〉 (red), and |〈cβkcα−k〉|

(blue) appearing in the definitions of the mean fields (19)–(21), for μ = 0.28 meV and B = 0.5 T, 1.5 T and 3T respectively [black dots in
panel (a)]. The corresponding band structures appear at the bottom, showing, e.g., in panel (d) (bottom) that a gap |�| protects the band from
single-particle excitations. Other parameters are as in Fig. 3.

generalization of Eq. (5) of [11] to include SOC. In order
to solve Eq. (26), we need to proceed self-consistently, by
starting with an initial guess of the values of the mean fields
�α , χ , and �. These values are inserted into Eq. (26), which is
then solved to obtain the quasienergies and quasiparticle wave
functions Ejk and φ jk and compute new values for the mean
fields using Eqs. (19)–(21). This last step is done via Bogoli-
ubov transformation of the electron annihilation operators cαk

and cβk into quasiparticle annihilation operators γ1k and γ2k ,
where we assume here the thermal state correlation functions,

〈γ †
ikγ jk〉 = δi jn(Eik ),

〈γikγ †
jk〉 = δi j[1 − n(Eik )],

〈γikγ jk〉 = 〈γ †
ikγ

†
jk〉 = 0, (27)

where n(E ) = 1/[1 + eE/(kBT )] is the Fermi distribution with
kB the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. The pro-
cedure is then repeated until the mean fields have converged.
Note that since we work in the electron-hole basis (twice as
big as the physical basis), the computed quasienergies always
appear in conjugate pairs (E1k , −E1−k) and (E2k , −E2−k), and
one has to select only one member of each pair.

IV. RESULTS

A. Without SOC

We first show the effects of interactions in the absence
of spin-orbit coupling (αv = αl = 0). We focus here on
the two lowest sub-bands α = |0, 0,↓〉 and β = |0, 0,↑〉 that
are close from each other at low magnetic field. We solve the
eigenvalue problem (26) as a function of B and μ for different
interaction strength U0 until the single-particle spectra and
the mean fields have converged, which allows us to construct
phase diagrams and associated conductance maps, as shown
in Fig. 4. As for Fig. 3, the available single-particle phases
are identified from the number of crossing points with the

zero-energy axis (i.e., the number of finite Fermi momenta)
of the converged single-particle spectra, which indicates the
presence or not of electrons in the single-particle bands. A
conductance of e2/h is associated with each occupied band.
By contrast, a pair phase is identified when a nonzero value
of � emerges from the calculations, which corresponds to
the situation where the single-particle spectra are gapped
and denotes the presence of electron pairs (not superconduc-
tivity) in the waveguide. Following the Maslov and Stone
theorem [53], we associate with this pair phase a conduc-
tance of 2e2/h, as we consider that the electron pairs unbind
when they reach the leads before dissipating energy [11].
The conductance of the electron pairs is thus the sum of the
conductances of the individual electrons. Figures 4(a)–4(c)
shows the obtained phase diagrams and conductance maps
(insets) for different U0. The insets show the associated con-
ductance, where the conductance associated with a pair is
indistinguishable from the conductance associated with the
two unpaired electrons in different sub-bands. Due to the
presence of the interactions, the electrons in the two first
sub-bands are paired at low B, leading to a direct increase
of 2e2/h. For a certain value of B defined as the pairing
field Bp, the electron pairs are finally split, leaving us with
signatures of single-electron sub-bands. Increasing |U0| en-
hanced the pairing area and thus shifts the position where the
conductance line splits. In our model, the resulting pairing
energy behaves as � ∝ U 2

0 mx, in agreement with the expected
behavior � ∝ U 2

0 /t of a tight-binding model with hopping
parameter t = h̄2/(mxa2) and lattice spacing a [12]. The pairs
are broken when the Zeeman splitting energy gμBB compen-
sates the pairing energy �, which provides the typical scaling
of the pairing field Bp ∝ U 2

0 mx/(gμB) at which the lines
split.

Figures 4(d)–4(f) shows the values of the correlations func-
tions 〈c†

βkcβk〉, 〈c†
αkcαk〉, and 〈cβkcα−k〉 appearing in the mean

fields �α , �β , and � for three pairs of values (B, μ) cor-
responding to three different points of the phase diagram in
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FIG. 5. Phase diagrams and zero-bias conductance with interactions and vertically induced SOC (αv �= 0). (a)–(c) Phase diagrams of the
waveguide near the crossing of the sub-bands α = |0, 0, ↓〉 and β = |0, 0, ↑〉 as a function of magnetic field B and chemical potential μ for
different SOC strength αv = 0 meV nm (a), 0.5 meV nm (b), and 1 meV nm (c), for interaction strength |U0| = 2 meV nm and temperature T =
25 mK. The phases are labeled as in Fig. 4, and the insets show the associated conductance. (d) Pairing � across horizontal (top) and vertical
(bottom) line cuts of the phase diagrams for SOC strength (αv = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 meV nm). (e) and (f) (top) Correlations 〈c†

βkcβk〉
(yellow), 〈c†

αkcαk〉 (red), and |〈cβkcα−k〉| (blue) appearing in the definitions of the mean fields (19)–(21), for B = 1 T and μ = 0.285 meV
[panel (e)] and B = 1.75 T and μ = 0.25 meV [panel (f)], corresponding to the dots shown in panels (a-c). (e) and (f) (bottom) Corresponding
band structures. Other paramaters are as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4(a) along the horizontal line corresponding to μ = 0.28
meV, one with pairing (B = 0.5 T), one without pairing but
the two sub-bands populated (B = 1.5 T), and one without
pairing and only one sub-band populated (B = 3 T). In the
absence of pairing, the correlation functions appearing in the
Hartree shifts correspond to standard single-particle Fermi
distributions and the one appearing in the definition of the
pairing vanishes [see Figs. 4(e) and 4(f)]. In the presence of
pairing, the single-particle distributions smoothen around the
Fermi level, where nonvanishing pairing correlations appear
[see Fig. 4(d)]. The associated single-particle spectra plot-
ted at the bottom of the Figs. 4(d)–4(f) show clearly when
electrons occupy one of the single-particle bands (f), the two
single-particle bands (e), or when they are paired, as translated
by the apparition of a gap that protects the bands from single-
particle excitations (d).

Note that the transport properties of the waveguide are
strongly dependent on the temperature. Typical experiments
in LAO/STO devices work with temperature of a few dozen of
milli-Kelvin, and we chose T = 25 mK throughout our work.
Increasing the temperature destroys electron pairs typically
when the thermal fluctuations overcome the pairing energy,
i.e., when kBT � |�|.

B. With SOC

1. Vertically induced SOC (αv �= 0)

We now study the interplay between SOC and interac-
tions in such a waveguide model. We start with the case

of a SOC engineered through an applied vertical electric
field (αv �= 0). Figures 5(a)–5(c) show phase diagrams and
associated conductance maps (in units of e2/h) for differ-
ent values of αv and for |U0| = 2 meV nm. As can be seen
in the figures, an enhanced pairing area is obtained for in-
creasing αv , showing that the SOC can assist pairing. This
is clearly seen in Fig. 5(d) showing � across horizontal
(top) and vertical (bottom) line cuts of the previous panels.
Intuitively, this can be understood since the SOC term is
proportional to σy, it provides a direct coupling between up
and down electrons. In order to understand this in more de-
tail, we plot in Figs. 5(e) and 5(f) the correlation functions
〈c†

βkcβk〉, 〈c†
αkcαk〉, and 〈cβkcα−k〉 appearing in the definitions

of the mean field �α , �β , and � for two pairs of values
(B, μ) corresponding to two specific points in the phase di-
agrams: (B = 1 T, μ = 0.285 meV) [Fig. 5(e)] and (B =
1.75 T, μ = 0.25 meV) [Fig. 5(f)]. The different panels in
Figs. 5(e) and 5(f) show, respectively, the transition occur-
ring from the phases “2S” to “P” (e) and “1S” to “P” (f)
when increasing the SOC strength. More specifically, we see
that the single-particle sub-band is linearly depleted in fa-
vor of the second single-particle sub-band, even if the latter
is nonoccupied without SOC. The physical picture is thus
that the SOC is able to transfer electrons of one sub-band
to the other one [see, e.g., middle plot in (f)], which are
then likely to pair due to the interactions [see, e.g., right
plot in (f)]. As mentioned in the introduction, this phe-
nomenon is a possible interpretation of the experimental
data presented in [23], showing that vertical modulations of
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FIG. 6. Emergence of spin-triplet electron pairs via laterally induced SOC (αl �= 0). (a) Phase diagram of the waveguide near the crossing
of the sub-bands α = |0, 0, ↓〉 and β = |0, 0, ↑〉 as a function of magnetic field B and chemical potential μ for SOC strength αv = αl =
0 meV nm, interaction strength |U0| = 2 meV nm, and temperature T = 25 mK [same as Figs. 4(a) and 5(a)]. (b) Correlations 〈c†

βkcβk〉 (yellow),

〈c†
αkcαk〉 (red), |〈cβkcα−k − cαkcβ−k〉/2| (blue), and 〈cβkcα−k + cαkcβ−k〉/2 (green) as a function of k for B = 0 and μ = 0.285 meV nm [black

dot in (a)] and SOC strength αl = 0 (left) and αl = 0.5 meV nm (right). Note that the global phase of the initial mean-field values of the
self-consistent problem has been chosen so that 〈cβkcα−k + cαkcβ−k〉/2 is real. The SOC induces the generation of spin-triplet electron pairs.
(c) Density of singlet (top) and triplet (bottom) as a function of B for μ = 0.25 meV nm along the horizontal black line of (a) for αl = 0, 0.25,
0.5, 0.75, 1 meV nm [from blue to red (top) and from green to red (bottom)]. (d) Density of spin-singlet (top) and spin-triplet (bottom) as a
function of μ for B = 0.5 T along the vertical black line of (a) for αl = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1 meV nm [from blue to red (top) and from green to
red (bottom)]. Other parameters are as in Fig. 3.

the c-AFM tip producing the electron waveguide lead to an
enhanced pairing of the two lowest sub-bands up to very
large magnetic field (as large as B = 16 T in some devices)
compared to unmodulated devices. More broadly, our find-
ings are consistent with other studies, as enhanced pairing
due to SOC has been found in other contexts, such as in
superconductors with magnetic impurities [54] and in cold
atoms [34,35].

2. Laterally induced SOC (αl �= 0)

We now investigate the case of SOC coming from an ap-
plied electric field along y (αl �= 0). In contrast to a vertically
induced SOC, a laterally induced SOC does not lead to an
increase of the pairing area “P.” However, it allows for the
emergence of triplet pairs of electrons in the area where the
usual pairing defined through nonzero values of � is usually
observed, which is a singlet pairing by construction. Indeed,
using the fermionic nature of the electron annihilation opera-
tors, we can rewrite without restriction,

� = U

2π

∫
〈cβkcα−k〉 dk

= U

4π

∫
[〈cβkcα−k〉 − 〈cα−kcβk〉]dk,

= U

4π

∫
[〈cβkcα−k〉 − 〈cαkcβ−k〉]dk,

(28)

showing that � comes from the expectation value of the spin-
singlet pair operator,

sk = cβkcα−k − cαkcβ−k√
2

. (29)

Due to the presence of a laterally induced SOC, it is legitimate
(see, e.g., [34,35]) to also look at the presence of spin triplet

pairs defined through the spin-triplet operator,

tk = cβkcα−k + cαkcβ−k√
2

. (30)

In the absence of a laterally induced SOC, the single-particle
spectra are symmetric under the transformation k → −k
[see, e.g., Figs. 3(d) and 3(e)] and we thus have 〈cβkcα−k〉 =
〈cβ−kcαk〉 = −〈cαkcβ−k〉 so that 〈tk〉 = 0 ∀k. In other words,
there are no spin-triplet pairs. However, for αl �= 0, the
single-particle spectra become asymmetric [see e.g., Fig. 3(f)]
so that 〈cβkcα−k〉 �= 〈cβ−kcαk〉 and nonzero values of 〈tk〉 are
likely to emerge, signaling the presence of triplet pairs in the
waveguide. This is what we observed in Fig. 6. Figure 6(b)
shows the correlations 〈c†

βkcβk〉, 〈c†
αkcαk〉, 〈cβkcα−k −

cαkcβ−k〉/2, and 〈cβkcα−k + cαkcβ−k〉/2 as a function
of k without SOC (left) and with SOC (right), for
|U0| = 2 meV nm and B = 0. Note that the phase
diagram in (a) is the same as in Figs. 4(a) and 5(a)
and is there for comparison. The correlations in (b) are
evaluated at the coordinates B and μ of the black dot in
(a). The SOC splits the Fermi distributions of the single
particles and the triplet pair (green) that appears is an odd
function of k, by contrast with the singlet pair (blue) which
is even, as expected (see, e.g., [55]). As a consequence, any
pairing term of a form ∝ ∫

dk〈tk〉 (similar to the singlet
pairing �) vanishes. We compare here the densities of singlet
and triplet pairs defined as

ns = 1

2π

∫
|〈sk〉|2dk,

nt = 1

2π

∫
|〈tk〉|2dk,

(31)
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in Fig. 6 as a function of B for μ = 0.25 meV nm (c) and
as a function of μ for B = 0.5 T (d), for |U0| = 2 meV nm,
and different SOC strength αl . The SOC can generate a non-
negligible fraction of triplet pairs compared to singlet pairs.
Also, it shifts the pairing area slightly downward along μ, and
contracts it as a function of B. Hence, it does not increase
the critical magnetic fields defining the pairing area. This is
consistent with experimental observations in laterally modu-
lated waveguides that are believed to generate such a SOC
[22], since such devices do not exhibit enhanced pairing fields
compared to unmodulated waveguide. Our model suggests,
however, that triplet pairing could potentially be observed
at low magnetic field and signatures of this could thus be
investigated in future experiments. Note that the emergence
of triplet pairing due to SOC discussed here is also consistent
with previous studies in other two- and three-dimensional
condensed-matter systems [56–65].

V. CONCLUSION

We showed that the confinement of the electrons in 1D
channels (as is found in waveguides produced, e.g., at an
LAO/STO interface) is likely to reduce the intrinsic Rashba
SOC felt by the electrons in the lowest band. Then, after dis-
cussing ways to recover and engineer different forms of SOC,
we showed that spin-singlet and spin-triplet electron pairs can
be controlled via SOC mechanisms. In particular, we showed
that vertically induced SOC, which are of the Rashba form,
can stabilize spin-singlet electron pairs over a larger range
of applied magnetic field and gate-tunable chemical potential.
By contrast, laterally induced SOC does not increase the pa-
rameter space where spin-singlet electron pairs are stable—it
even contracts it—but rather, generates spin-triplet electron
pairs. Our model is based on a self-consistent Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov that we generalized to include SOC, and our
results are consistent with recent experiments [22,23] that
are believed to engineer the forms of SOCs investigated in
this work.

Our work provides a qualitative framework to study pairing
mechanisms in 1D waveguides with attractive interactions and
SOC. It would be interesting in the future to explore different
models for the interactions or the coupling between different
transverse modes that appear for larger SOC strength. Also,
it would be interesting to use a Luttinger liquid formalism to
study the effects of fluctuations beyond mean field and explore
the impact of stronger electron-electron interactions [1].

Our results showed that the collective spin of electron pairs
can be controlled via SOC. Knowing that bound states of more
than two electrons can be realized in LAO/STO devices [12],
it would be worthwhile to explore how SOC could produce
and engineer exotic collective spin states of higher spin quan-
tum numbers. In addition, with the simultaneous presence of
SOC, interactions, and magnetic field, 1D waveguides written
on the LAO/STO interface constitute interesting candidates
for investigating the physics of Majorana fermions [66,67].

Finally, our findings could be explored in other 1D plat-
forms for fermionic particles with attractive interactions, such
as cold atoms. This could make it possible to explore different
forms of interactions, and provide new ways to control the
phases and transport properties in these systems using, e.g.,

dissipation engineering [68,69], measurements [70,71], and
feedback [72,73]. The diagnostic of the impact of dissipation
on these systems constitutes thus an interesting future project
and a first step in these perspectives.

All data underpinning this publication are openly available
from the University of Strathclyde KnowledgeBase at https://
doi.org/10.15129/10582f3d-9be6-4b85-978b-b2491c102adc.
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APPENDIX A

We discuss here in which conditions the quadratic terms in
αv and αl in Eq. (11) and the last term of (14) can be neglected.

Suppose that αv = 0 and αl �= 0. The eigenstate of the
confining potential along y will be of the form,

φσ
m(y) =

(
�my

π h̄

) 1
4 1

2mm!
e− my�

2h̄ (y−yσ
0 (k))2

,

×Hm

(√
my�

h̄
[y − yσ

0 (k)]

)
, (A1)

where Hm are the standard Hermite polynomials and where
yσ

0 (k) (σ =↓, ↑) are their spin-dependent center of masses,

y↑
0 (k) ≡ 〈↑ |y0(k)| ↑〉 = h̄ωck√

mymx�2
+ eB

h̄my�2
αl ,

y↓
0 (k) ≡ 〈↓ |y0(k)| ↓〉 = h̄ωck√

mymx�2
− eB

h̄my�2
αl . (A2)

We study below in which conditions the two eigenstates will
have an overlap close to the identity, which will correspond
to the parameter regime where their spin dependence can be
neglected. For the ground state (m = 0), we have∫ ∞

−∞
φ

↑
0 (y)φ↓∗

0 (y)dy = e− my (y↑0 (k)−y↓0 (k))2�

4h̄ = e
− e2B2α2

l
my h̄3�3 . (A3)

Figure 7 shows the right-hand side of Eq. (A3) as a function
of the magnetic field B for different values of αl and for my =
2me, where me is the electron mass and ly = √

h̄/(myωy) =
20 nm. As can be seen in the figure, the overlap factor is
equal to one within 10% error maximum for αl � 1 meV nm.
It is thus reasonable to neglect the spin-dependent term
of the center-of-mass positions for small spin-orbit cou-
pling strength αl . For consistency, we also neglect the term
−e2B2α2

l /(2my�
2h̄2) in Eq. (11), which is small in a similar

way compared to the energy h̄� of the effective harmonic
trapping along y, as we have e2B2α2

l /(2myh̄
3�3) � 1 [com-

pare to Eq. (A3)]. The reasoning above also holds for αv �= 0
and αl = 0, as it yields the same order of magnitude.
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FIG. 7. Overlap [Eq. (A3)] between the two spin-dependent
eigenstates of along y as a function of magnetic field B for αl = 0
(dashed black), 0.25 (blue), 0.5 (purple), 0.75 (red), and 1 (orange)
meV nm, for my = 2me, where me is the electron mass and ly =√
h̄/(myωy ) = 20 nm.

APPENDIX B

We derive here the interaction Hamiltonian (18) from the
assumption of contact interactions, as it is usually the case in
cold atoms. The starting point is the interaction Hamiltonian,

HI = U
∫

†
α (x)†

β (x)β (x)α (x)dx, (B1)

where α (x) and β (x) are the field operators for electrons in
the sub-bands α and β, respectively.

We first perform a mean-field treatment similar to the one
used in BCS theory [49,50] that supposes that some operator
O can be written as O = 〈O〉 + δO, i.e., quantum fluctuations

δO around an expectation value 〈O〉. By performing this treat-
ment on pairs of operators, we obtain a quadratic form for the
interactions. Explicitly, using Wick’s theorem on Eq. (B1), we
have

†
α

†
ββα ≈ 〈†

α
†
β〉βα + 〈βα〉†

α
†
β

−〈†
αβ〉†

βα − 〈†
βα〉†

αβ

+〈†
αα〉†

ββ + 〈†
ββ〉†

αα. (B2)

This expression contains three kinds of mean fields:
(i) Hartree terms like 〈†

αα〉, which correspond to the
shift in energy due to the presence of another particle in
a nearby energy band; (ii) Fock field terms like 〈†

αβ〉,
which correspond to spin flips; (3) Bogoliubov pairing terms
〈†

α
†
β〉, which correspond to the energy associated with

forming a pair.
We then make a second approximation by considering

a smoothed version of the mean fields 〈 · 〉 appearing in
Eq. (B2), obtained by averaging them over the quantization
length L, i.e.,

〈 · 〉 ≈ 〈 · 〉 =
∫ 〈 · 〉dx

L
, (B3)

which amounts to neglect density fluctuations. Using the
Fourier decomposition of the wave function γ (x) given by

γ (x) = 1√
L

∑
k

cγ ke
ikx, (B4)

the Hamiltonian (B1) together with the approximations (B2)
and (B3) can finally be rewritten as Eq. (18).
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